Netron releases Hotfix 3 for Netron Fusion 3.5.1

Netron announces the release of Hotfix #3 for Netron Fusion 3.5.1. This release contains
enhancements and fixes for the Netron Processor and the Build Utility, as well as fixes to the
Windows Client/Server framework.

Hotfix #3 incorporates the fixes in Hotfixes #1 and #2, and supersedes them. It can be
applied to Netron Fusion 3.5.1 installations that have had either, both or none of these prior
Hotfixes applied, and does not require either of the older hotfixes as prerequisites.

These enhancements and fixes are fully tested. They will be included in any future fixpack or
full release for Netron Fusion, but are being made available immediately via this Hotfix
distribution.

Hotfixes are shipped as MSI Patch files and have an extension of .MSP. MSP files have the
requirement that you have already installed the full Netron Fusion 3.5.1 product using the MSI
installer.

Netron provides two .MSP files: one for customers using stand-alone licensing and one for
customers using FLEX License Management Servers for Server-managed floating licenses.
Since some of the hotfixes relate to the FLEX license manager, they are only available in the
FLEX version of the MSP installer.

To download Hotfix #3
You can download the appropriate .MSP file from this page (you will first need to login with
your Customer Support ID).

You can read about the contents of Hotfixes 1 and 2 here.

Contents of Hotfix #3:

Enhancements and fixes to Netron Processor (Nproc.exe)
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An earlier enhancement to the comment handling of Netron Processor
had the side
effect of commenting out all executable lines in JCL.
This has been fixed.

The Netron Processor's '-k' parameter, used to preserve columns
ANSI-format SPCs and frames, has been
enhanced:

1-7 and 73-80 of input

- -ks will preserve columns 1-6 (the sequence number
area) only; columns 73-80
will be filled with the filename.
- -km will preserve columns 73-80 (the modification
code area) only; columns 1-6
will be filled with the line number
of the current open frame or SPC.

The easiest way to turn on these features is by editing the
Program Construction Frame
(.pcf) file associated with the SPC,
using the Netron Build Utility, which has been
enhanced to support
the new parameters; see the entry below for details.
Enhancements and fixes to Netron Build Utility (Fbuild.exe)
The NPROC panel of the Netron Build Utility has been
Netron Processor parameters, '-ks'
and '-km'.

enhanced to support the two new

To enable these new features, do the following from the Netron

Fusion Workplace:

1. Start up the Netron Build Utility by clicking on the
Lightning Bolt toolbar button
in the workplace; then select
File->Open and navigate to the .pcf file you wish
to edit
and click Open; then select
File->Parameters
.
OR
2. In the Netron Fusion workplace, right-click on the .pcf
file you wish to edit and
select "Change Fusion Build Settings"
from the pop-up menu.
3. In the "Build Properties" dialog, click on the NPROC tab.
4. Click the "Keep columns from ANSI input:" checkbox.
This enables the radio
buttons below; click on your chosen
column range: 1-6, 73-80, or both.
5. Click on the OK button to return to the Build Utility main
dialog, then save the
file and exit.
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In addition, the build frame BNproc.j has been modified to
support the new parameters.
If you use a customized version of this
frame, be sure to save a copy of it, then use
SlickEdit's File
Difference function to merge the new features into your customized
version. Note that the new parameters won't take effect in Netron
Builds until BNproc.j
has been updated.
Enhancements and fixes to Netron Frames
Plupr.f, a frame for Windows Graphical Program support, was
mistakenly omitted in the
full release. It helps manage
program-specific profile information in the Windows
Registry under
the
HKEY_CURRENT_USERSoftware
key. This frame will only be installed if you purchased the
optional Windows Graphical
Applications support when you obtained Netron Fusion. The .msp
installer knows
which options you purchased.
Fixes for Windows Graphical Client/Server

Single Table Maintenance framework

The support frames for this framework were mistakenly omitted
from the full release.
They had also not been updated to account for
changes in Netron Fusion Data Manager
for the 3.5.1 release. This
Hotfix contains the missing frames and the updated framework
files.
These files will only be added if you purchased the optional Windows
Graphical Applications support.

Missing frames in Fusion35siteframes:
-

cobolpic.f
dataaces.f
datadef.f
dataims.f
datasql.f
datavsam.f
fdbdt.f
fsql.f
fsqlwh.f
gefile.f
movecorr.f
record.f

Updated files in Fusion35siteframes:
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- activity.fdb
- customer_contact.fdb

Updated files in Fusion35siteframeworksClientServerMaintenance:
- client.s
- server.s
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